Biketest

All-round
road bikes
Not for racing but club riding, commuting, winter
training, and summer mile-eating. Richard Hallett
tests £1,000 models from Ribble and Tifosi
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he ideal ‘general purpose road bike’, if
there is such a thing, is as specialist a
machine as any. Rather than being little
more than a race bike with mudguards attached
as an afterthought, it is purpose-built to combine
the decent turn of speed needed on a tough winter
training ride with the durability, reliability and low
running costs required of a daily commuter, along
with the ability to fit a rear rack and carry light
luggage.
Until quite recently, the Tifosi CK7 tested here
would have been typical of the type, but while it still
fulfils the brief admirably, it and others like it are up
against a new breed of all-rounder notable for the
use of disc brakes. Ribble’s 725 Disc has these and,
interestingly at the price point, a frame built using

a high-end lightweight steel tube set.
It’s an intriguing face-off: steel versus
aluminium; disc versus rim brakes. Can
there be a winner?
Within a couple of hundred metres of
riding the second of the two, it is clear
that, notwithstanding their common
goal, these are very different beasts.
There are obvious similarities: both roll
on slick tyres in the now-ubiquitous
700×25C format; both squeeze under
the Cycle to Work-friendly £1,000 price
point; and, usefully, both wear fulllength mudguards (although they are an
optional extra on the Ribble, adding £27
to the price). Bottom gear is different. The
Tifosi’s is an old-school 34/27, the Ribble’s
kinder 34/32. But the Tifosi’s rear mech
will handle a 32t sprocket if needed.
Back to the obvious differences: one
uses rim brakes and the other discs,
while one has an aluminium frame and
the other steel. Frame material and brake
technology are largely responsible for
their respective characters, although not
simply for the usual reasons.
It’s worth noting, incidentally, that both
bikes exist in versions with rim or disc
brakes. The Tifosi CK7 Disc is £200 dearer,
the Ribble Endurance 725 Tiagra (with rim
brakes) £100 cheaper.
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The Tifosi’s
stability
and light,
accurate
steering
make for
relaxed
riding

First look
An aluminium road
bike whose 57mmdrop sidepull brakes
provide room for
mudguards over
25mm tyres.

Tifosi CK7

top – of which more later.
Billed as an all-season
Component choice is
commuter/light tourer,
eclectic, with Shimano’s
the Tifosi has a lustrous
11-speed 105 dual control
metallic blue paint finish set
levers and derailleurs
against black componentry.
teamed up with an FSA
Fat 6061 aluminium alloy
four-arm chainset. This has
frame tubes joined by
a 94mm BCD and could
neat, if beefy, welds give
handle a smaller inner
it a sturdy, durable look.
chainring than the regular
A shortish head tube
34t ‘compact’ example fitted.
means it’s possible to find
As sold, the Tifosi runs a
a tucked riding position
32" low gear; it’s on the
without ‘slamming’ the
high side for hilly terrain,
handlebar stem, although
especially if toting luggage,
Top: Despite its Italian name,
riders looking for a more
but a swap for something
Tifosi is a British brand, and
the bikes are assembled here.
‘endurance’-style posture
lower is easy enough.
Bottom: As well as mudguard
may end up with the stem
Miche dual-pivot calliper
mounts, the longer Tifosi
offers more toe-room for
inverted.
brakes, Deda Elementi bar
them when riding.
Flattened or manipulated
and stem, and Vision Team
in various planes, the
30 Comp wheels complete
enormous down tube
the specification.
provides the frame’s visual focus and
The first riding impression is that
matches the fat head tube; the rear
descending is something to be savoured,
triangle looks comparatively modest
thanks to the Tifosi’s fine road manners.
but does have meaty dropouts. The fork
Its long wheelbase makes for a calm,
has straight carbon-fibre blades and an
secure ride and helps counter the
aluminum steerer tapering to 1 1/8" from
frame’s inherent rigidity. If the bike as a
1 1/2" at the crown, presumably in search
whole feels a trifle wooden, its stability
of further rigidity. Lastly, the top tube has
and light, accurate steering make for
a vaguely triangular profile with a wide
pleasantly relaxed riding. Indeed, only

Tech Spec

TIFOSI CK7 105
Price: £999.99,
frameset £349.99
Sizes: XS, S, M, L
(tested), XL
Weight: 9kg (L, no
pedals)
Frame & fork:
TIG-welded 6061
aluminium frame
with fittings for rack
and mudguard.
UD carbon-fibre
fork with 1 1/8"/1 ½"
tapered aluminium
alloy steerer,
mudguard eyelets.
Wheels: Vision Team
30 Comp wheelset,
20 front, 24 rear
bladed steel spokes,
Michelin Krylion 2
Endurance 25mm
clincher tyres.
Transmission: FSA
MX aluminium alloy
double chainset,
50-34T, 172.5mm
Dimensions
in millimetres
and degrees

670
562
74˚

770

63

420

630
71.5˚

33

515

680
48

cranks; FSA Road
Mega XO bottom
bracket; KMC X11-93
chain; Miche Primato
11-speed cassette,
12-27t. Shimano 105
5800 11-speed STI
levers & derailleurs.
22 ratios, 32"-122".
Braking: Miche
Performance dualpivot sidepull.
Steering & seating:
440x31.8mm
Deda Elementi
Zero handlebar;
100mm×6°Deda
Elementi Zero stem;
Dia Compe 1 1/8"
headset. 27.2mm
Deda Elementi Zero
seatpost; Prologo
Kappa RS saddle.
Equipment:
Flinger F42 Deluxe
mudguards.
tifosicycles.co.uk

172.5 265

130
622

1140
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First look
The frameset –
Reynolds 725 frame
and full-carbon fork
– costs £799, only
£200 less than the
whole bike.

Tech Spec

RIBBLE ENDURANCE 725
DISC TIAGRA
Price: £999 (£1,026
as tested), frameset
£799
Sizes: XS, S, M, L
(tested), XL
Weight: 10.2 kg (L,
no pedals)
Frame & fork: TIGwelded Reynolds
725 steel frame,
carbon-fibre fork
with 1 1/8"/1 ¼"
tapered threadless
steerer, integrated
headset.
Wheels: Mavic
Aksium Disc wheel
set with aluminium
rims, cassette
rear freehub, 24
front/24 rear black
finished stainless
steel spokes, 25622 Continental
Ultrasport tyres.
Dimensions
in millimetres
and degrees

710
570
73.5˚

800

57
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410

598
73˚

33

530

680
45

Transmission:
Shimano Tiagra
4700; chainset
50/34t, alloy crank
arms; Shimano chain;
Shimano HG500
10-speed cassette, 1132t; Shimano Tiagra
4700 STI levers &
derailleurs; 20 ratios,
28"-120".
Braking: Tektro
MD-U510 cable diss,
160mm rotors.
Steering & seating:
Level 1 aluminium
stem, 42cm
handlebars, microadjust 27.2mm seat
post; Prologo Kappa
RS saddle.
Equipment: SKS
Bluemels B35
mudguards (£27).
ribblecycles.co.uk

172.5 270
995
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130
622
25

the 35mm-wide top
ensures there’s no axial
tube marred an otherwise
wander, but does little for
impressive frame design. It
ride comfort. The wheels
won’t be an issue for all, but
are a candidate for early
anyone whose knees touch
upgrading with something
and rub against the top
more forgiving.
tube will find it annoying
Ribble Endurance
on a long ride. Frame
725 Disc
detailing is comprehensive,
The 10-speed Tiagrawith double bottle cage
equipped Ribble,
mounts, mudguard bosses,
contrastingly, wears what
and rear rack attachment
look like conventional
points on both dropouts
tangent-spoked wheels,
and seatstays.
although their specification
Unfortunately, the test
Top: The Tiagra cassette
goes to 32t, giving an easier
is largely dictated by the
ride was interrupted by a
climbing gear. An 11-34
use of disc brakes. Mavic’s
pinch flat (hence the picture
cassette would work too.
Bottom: Gear cables run
Aksium Discs have 24
on p66) from a submerged
internaly through the relatively
spokes laced tangentially
pothole. This would no
hefty steel frame. Disc brakes
in both wheels, those in
doubt have happened
and mounts add more weight.
the front and on the rear
with any wheelset, but
non-drive side needed to
did point up the rigidity
resist the torsional loads imposed by the
of the wheels, which have surely been
brakes. The use of plain-gauge spokes
chosen for strength and durability over
keeps costs down but adds to weight.
resilience. They use a semi-deep section
Visually, the Ribble impresses with its
aluminium alloy rim stiff enough to cope
conical head tube, which accommodates
with the rear wheel’s 2:1 spoke lacing
a tapered fork steerer. The trouble with
pattern; in an effort to balance spoke
steel as a frame material is that it is
tension on the heavily dished wheel,
easy to add weight, especially by using
there are two drive-side spokes for every
oversized parts such as that head tube.
one on the non-drive side. A stiff rim
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More reviews

For more reviews of bikes, kit
and components, as well as
how-to guides, visit...
cyclinguk.org/cycling-advice

Above: A 12-27
cassette makes steep
hills hard going.
Top right: The frame is
a nicer steel than you
might expect: 725.
Bottom right: Some
heels may clip this.

So too with the down tube’s internal gear
cable entry port reinforcements and, indeed,
the rear brake cable guides. This is a hefty
bike; surprisingly so because its slender steel
tubes give the Ribble a svelte appearance
that’s enhanced by its understated colour
scheme. Pick it up and the impression
evaporates, although to its credit the machine
feels lively enough on the road. It also lives
up to the steel stereotype with a ride that
feels supple and well-damped compared with
the Tifosi’s, with tyres at identical pressures.
Given this applies to the front end’s carbonfibre disc-mount fork, as well as the rear, some
credit must go to the wheels.
While there’s no question that the Ribble
offers the more pleasing ride sensation,
one feature of its design simply cannot be
ignored. The left-hand rear frame end is,
like its right-hand pair, designed to house
the through-axle now deemed a vital part
of disc brake technology. Both frame ‘ends’
are substantial pieces, apparently cast or
forged, and undoubtedly heavy. The left-hand
end is more extensive as it must support the
rear disc calliper. It also provides the weld
abutment for its chainstay, and this is offset
to the outside, causing the stay to be splayed
outwards.
The result is that not only is the rear end
asymmetrical, but the left-hand chainstay

Other options

BOARDMAN ASR
8.8 £849.99
Good value chrome-moly
steel bike with full carbon
fork, 2×9 Shimano Sora
gearing, TRP Spyre C disc
brakes and 28mm tyres.
Tested Oct/Nov 18.

boardmanbikes.com

WHYTE DEVON
COMPACT £999
Aluminium frame, carbon
fork, women’s specific
fit, the Devon also gets
2×9 Sora gearing. Tyres
are 30mm, while brakes
are cable-pull hydrauliccalliper TRP HyRd.

whyte.bike

sticks out so far that my heel clipped it with
every pedal stroke. This won’t affect every
owner, but is well worth investigating prior
to purchase. In any case, given the placing of
the abutment beyond the edge of the brake
disc, it would have been easy to make the
offset inwards and avoid the problem entirely.
The Tektro cable-operated discs are lacking
in power compared with the Tifosi’s rim
brakes. On my local brake-test descent –
moss-covered, dropping at 35%, and with a
bend at the bottom – I had to squeeze hard all
the way down, giving the rotors a nice straw
colour as they heated up to 200°C.
The Ribble’s weight, heel clearance issue,
and unimpressive braking stem largely from
its use of disc brakes. Luckily there’s a rim
braked version, which, if it shares the Disc’s
fine handling and supple ride, should prove a
distinctly superior machine – and, in Shimano
Tiagra guise, at a price £100 lower.

Verdict

Both are competent four-season road bikes. The
Tifosi is sturdy, stiff and surefooted. Its wide top
tube will be an issue for some, while its wheels
warrant eventual upgrading. The Ribble offers a
more lively ride but is compromised by its budget
discs and the way it accommodates them; the £899
rim-braked Endurance 725 would be the better buy.
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